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Learning goals

• Recognize the power imbalance and how it 
may affect the patient (client) -provider 
relationship.

• Acknowledge and enhance understanding of 
the ethical tensions depicted in different 
scenarios

• Describe strategies for responding to 
boundary issues depicted in the case studies



Boundary issues

• Interactions with patients

• Social media

• Office 

• Representation to the outside world

• Romantic relationships with patients



Boundaries:
Social workers



Boundaries: 
Patients



3 (or 4) Situations

• Why do we feel uncomfortable about this?

• What strategies do we have to deal with this 
issue?



1. Doctors Behaving Badly – NYT, 
August 21



Scenario I

“I was scrubbed into a vaginal hysterectomy. The 
patient was under general anesthesia. My 
attending was prepping the patient's vagina. He 
picked up a clamp holding sterile cotton balls 
and dipped them into Betadine. While he was 
cleansing and scrubbing her labia and inner 
thighs, he looked at me and said, ‘I bet she's 
enjoying this.’ My attending winked at me and 
laughed.”



• Why was this published? Why do we feel 
uncomfortable about this?



Why publish this and ‘report’ 
someone?



Client (patient)

• Client doesn’t know…?!

• Why do we feel uncomfortable after all?

• Respect for patients (sexualizing, minorities 
(patients)

• Trust in the medical profession when it comes 
out



Colleagues

• Insensitive if woman, if minority, if someone 
had an experience with a family member 
(themselves)



Colleagues: Hierarchy

“When your […] colleague(SIC) said that and 
laughed, did you laugh, too?” My question 
touched a nerve; perhaps my tone was 
accusatory. David snapped back, “Yeah, I 
laughed, but what was I supposed to do? Have 
you ever been in a situation like that?”



What would you do?



Reasons for not speaking up

• (S)He is a good social worker

• Evaluation of work depends on colleagues



Colleagues

• Strategies? & Would it differ who acted (Hierarchy)?
• Colleague

• Junior/ senior

– Participate

– Silent

– Disagree

– Negotiate

– Ignore

– Withdraw from care

– Find confidant to explain your moral distress & do nothing

– Find confidant to explain your moral distress & act



Scenario II
The biased/ racist/ prejudiced patient

• It's your first day on staff meeting your new 
intern. He shows up on time, ready to work, 
but as you're orienting him you notice his 
sleeves are rolled up and he has tattoos on 
both arms. You can't make out exactly what 
they are. That afternoon, you are checking 
back on Ms. White, a 65 year-old lady with 
COPD. She says she was uncomfortable with 
your intern, and would prefer not to have him 
be her doctor anymore.



Why do we feel uncomfortable about 
this?



What would you do?



• Strategies? & Would it differ who is the patient?
– Participate

– Silent

– Disagree

– Negotiate

– Ignore

– Withdraw from care

– Find confidant to explain your moral distress & do 
nothing

– Find confidant to explain your moral distress & act



Variations

• Nose ring? 

• What if she was from an ethnic background 
where facial piercings were common for 
professionals?



The biased/ racist patient

• “Our starting point is that we treat and care 
for our patients regardless of who or what 
they are, and whatever their attitudes, values, 
or beliefs. “

• Opinions on strategies differ



Scenario: Jane

• After several weeks in a community based Neonatal Intensive Care Unit (NICU), a female infant born with severe 
and chronic respiratory problems is transferred to a specialty care unit at a regional children’s hospital. Because 
her lung functions worsened and her medical management became too complex for the community hospital, a 
higher level of care was indicated. Upon arriving at the new children’s hospital, the infant is in severe respiratory 
failure requiring several emergency medical procedures to stabilize the baby. Without much time to consult the 
parents, numerous procedures are undertaken for the child during the first hours of her arrival at the new 
hospital. Time stressors prevent extensive information for the parents, who are given little initial information. 
Once the emergent procedures are complete and the infant is stabilized, the parents are allowed at the bedside. 
During the remainder of the hospital stay in the specialty unit, they are regularly present at the bedside. Frequent 
discussions about their child’s plan of care take place between the providers and the parents. Ongoing discussions 
openly address medical uncertainty, concerns as to why the baby is so ill, and that the best plan of care would 
need to evolve over time. 

• The patient’s mother blogs about her baby and her experience as a “NICU Mom.” She proudly promotes this blog 
amongst the medical staff. During conversations with staff members, she prompts them to read it and provides 
the internet web address. Upon reading the blogs, the HCPs discover extremely critical views of their hospital and 
its health care providers. Eloquent and articulately written, the blog conveys a seemingly credible story. Her posts 
sound believable. Yet HCPs note misinformation about the medical facts and treatments within the text. Detailed 
references appear on the website, making comments about medical staff members caring for the child, their full 
names and credentials are included. Some posts contain comparisons to the first hospital glorifying the care 
provided to the patient there, and contrasting it with the perceived suboptimal care in the current setting. Though 
the writing suggests thoughtful intelligence and insightful observations on the part of the writer, the healthcare 
providers experience distress as  the mother’s choice of words clearly displays artistic freedom. The blog contains 
inaccurate claims about the infant’s medical condition, needs, and prognosis, as well as their actions, and it sets 
their care in a bad light. During the infant’s prolonged hospitalization at the second NICU, with the involvement of 
multiple subspecialists and the patient’s worsening state of health, the tone of the Internet postings has become 
increasingly negative.  The medical team wonders how to address the content of the “NICU Mom” blog with the 
parents, or if they should bring it up at all. 



Patients and social media

• What can you do and should you do 
something?



Scenario III

#Man vs 6 train.”



Daily Mail, 21 October 2015

“She told Vice: 'To me, this is all about 
education. It's not about exploiting 
anybody.”

http://motherboard.vice.com/read/morgue-instagram


“She told Vice: 'To me, this is all about 
education. It's not about exploiting anybody.”

http://motherboard.vice.com/read/morgue-instagram




Why do we feel uncomfortable about 
this?



• What’s the purpose of sending this picture?

“She told Vice: 'To me, this is all about 
education. It's not about exploiting anybody.”

http://motherboard.vice.com/read/morgue-instagram


• Identifiable (It is me!)

• Dignity of the person (it could be me/ my 
family member)

• Access: I don’t trust doctors any more

• Access: I don’t trust my doctor Amy any more

– So I don’t go the doctor with risk for –self –others

• Privacy violations (small community) –
insurers, other patients –bosses



Scenario IV

– What you display in your office can say a lot about you. Where 
should you draw the line between making the office yours and 
crossing the boundary of too much information? 
• You are a huge Panthers fan. Is it appropriate to display a Panthers 

banner in your office? Why/why not?
• You are an avid hunter. Is it appropriate to display stuffed heads of 

animals you have hunted on your walls? Why/why not?
• You have received a prestigious award from a local political or religious 

organization with which you are affiliated. Is it appropriate to display 
this on your wall? Why/why not?

• You are a lesbian or gay man working in an area where most of you 
patients oppose gay marriage. Is it appropriate for you to display 
pictures on your desk of you and your significant other that clearly 
show that the two of you are a couple? Why/why not? Are certain 
types of photos, art, knickknacks, and anything else inappropriate to 
display in general? 
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